Abstract: Due to the flexibility in spectrum shaping, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a promising technique for dynamic spectrum access. However, the out-of-band (OOB) power radiation of OFDM introduces significant interference to the adjacent users. This problem is serious in cognitive radio (CR) networks, which enables the secondary system to access the instantaneous spectrum hole.
Introduction
Dynamic spectrum access [1, 2] technology is extensively studied as an effective scheme to achieve high spectral efficiency, which is a crucial step for cognitive radio (CR) networks. Due to the flexible operability over non-continuous bands, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is considered as a candidate transmission technology for CR system [3] . However, due to the use of rectangular pulse shaping, the power attenuation of its sidelobe is slow by the square of the distance to the main lobe in the Submitted 2 frequency domain. Therefore, the out-of-band (OOB) power radiation or sidelobe leakage of OFDM causes severe interference to the adjacent users. Furthermore, this problem is serious in CR networks, which enables the secondary users to access the instantaneous spectrum hole. Therefore, these secondary users need to ensure that the interference level of the power emission is acceptable for primary users.
In practice, typically of the order of 10% guard-band is needed for an OFDM signal in the long term evolution (LTE) system [4] . Therefore, the spectrum efficiency is significantly reduced. The traditional method of sidelobe suppression is based on windowing techniques [5] , such as the raised cosine windowing [6] , which is applied to the time-domain signal wave. However, this scheme requires an extended guard interval to avoid signal distortion, and the spectrum efficiency is also reduced for large guard intervals. The cancellation carriers (CCs) [7, 8] technique inserts a few carriers at the edge of the spectrum in order to cancel the sidelobe of the data carriers. However, this technique degraded the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver. The subcarrier weighting method [9] is based on weighting the individual subcarriers in a way that the sidelobe of the transmission signal are minimized according to an optimization algorithm. However, the bit-error-rate (BER) increases in the receiver, and when the number of subcarriers is large, it is difficult to implement in real-time scenario. The multiple choice sequence method [10] maps the transmitted symbol into multiple equivalent transmit sequences. Therefore, the system throughput is reduced when the size of sequences set grows. Constellation adjustment [11] and constellation expansion [12] are difficult to implement when the order of quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is high. Strikingly, the methods [10, 11] require the transmission of side information. The adaptive symbol transition [13] scheme usually provides weak sidelobe suppression in frequency ranges closely neighboring the secondary user occupied band. However, the schemes [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] depend heavily on the transmitted data symbols.
The precoding technology is widely used in OFDM system to enhance the performance of transmission reliability over the wireless environment, in which there are many precoding methods Submitted 3 proposed for OOB power reduction [15] . There are two main optimization schemes with obtaining large suppression performance. One is to force the frequency response of some frequency points to be zero by orthogonal projection [16] [17] [18] [19] . These frequency points are regarded as zero-forcing frequencies. The other method [20, 21] is to minimize the power leakage in an optimization frequency region by adopting the quadratic optimization method, using matrix singular value decomposition (SVD). The precoding scheme in [16] is designed to satisfy the condition that the first N derivatives of the signals are continuous at the edges of symbols. However, this method introduces an error floor in error performance. The sidelobe suppression with orthogonal projection (SSOP) method in [19] adopts one reserved subcarrier for recovering the distorted signal in the receiver. To maintain the BER performance, data cost is introduced in [17] by exploiting the redundant information in the subsequent OFDM symbol. The sidelobe suppression in [21] is based on minimizing the OOB power by selecting some frequencies in an optimized region. The suppression problem is first treated as a matrix Frobenius norm minimization problem, and the optimal orthogonal precoding matrix is designed based on matrix SVD. In [20] , an approach is proposed for multiuser cognitive radio system. This method ensures user independence by constructing individual precoder to render selected spectrum nulls. Unlike the methods that focus on minimizing or forcing the sidelobe to zero, the mask compliant precoder in [22] forces the spectrum below the mask by solving an optimization problem. However, the algorithm leads to high complexity.
In this paper, a spectral precoding scheme is proposed with matrix orthogonal projection and SVD for OOB reduction in OFDM-based system. The main idea of this scheme is to reduce the OOB power under the receive quality. The condition number of the precoding matrix indicates the BER loss in the receiver. Therefore, we develop an iteration algorithm to design the precoding matrix under matrix condition number constraint. The proposed method has an appropriate balance among suppression performance, spectral efficiency and receive quality. Consequently, it is flexible for practical implementation.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the system model of OOB power reduction by the spectral precoding method. In Section 3, we present the proposed spectral precoding approach. Next, in Section 4, we provide an iteration algorithm to design the precoding matrix according to the desirable spectrum envelope, spectral efficiency and BER performance. Simulations are presented in Section 5 to demonstrate the performance of the proposed method, followed by a summary in Section 6. 
System Model
The block diagram of a typical OFDM system using a precoding technique is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The number of total carriers used in the transmitter is M . The digital spectral precoding process before inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) operation is expressed as ,  s Pd (1) where d is the original OFDM symbol of size 1 N  , and s is the precoded vector. The size of the precoding matrix P is MN  ( MN  ) and the coding redundancy R M N  is usually small. The spectral precoding method achieves better suppression performance in zero-padding (ZP) OFDM system than cyclic-prefix (CP) OFDM [19, 21] . What's more, the ZP scheme has already been proposed as an alternative to the CP in OFDM transmissions [23] and particularly for cognitive radio [24] . The proposed method also can be directly applied to CP systems with degraded performance on sidelobe suppression. Conventionally, power spectral density (PSD) analysis for multicarrier systems is based on an analog model with a sinc kernel function [25] . The PSD converges to the sinc function with the sampling rate increasing. In addition, the oversampling constraint presented in [26] ensures the desirable power spectral sidelobe envelope property after precoding for DFT-based OFDM. In a general OFDM system, the time-domain signal can be defined by a rectangular function (baseband-equivalent) as
where T is the symbol duration. The frequency domain representation of m-th subcarrier is written as 
The expression (5) is obtained from (4) by ignoring a constant factor. This operation does not affect the mathematical analysis for the design of the precoding matrix [19] . The complex computing by (3) is converted to real operation, which reduce the complexity of spectral precoding in the following. Based on (5), using the superposition of M carriers, the target function indicating the PSD at OOB frequency  is defined by 
where
T and  denote transpose operation and expectation respectively. respectively, but indicate their envelope character. The goal of the precoding method is to design P to reduce the emission in OOB region. Simultaneously, the process is irrespective of the value of vector d .
The Proposed Joint Spectral Precoding (JSP) Method
In this paper, a joint spectral precoding (JSP) method is proposed with two times orthogonal projection and one time SVD. The process is given by three steps: Inner orthogonal projection → SVD → Outside orthogonal projection. As presented in the previous papers [19, 21] , in each step, the main idea of orthogonal projection is to force the power of zero-forcing frequency points to be zero, and the SVD operation is to minimize the power in optimized region. However, the precoding matrix derived from the final step does not achieve the goal in each step again. Unlike the methods that focus on minimizing or forcing the sidelobe to zero, we reduce the OOB power under the receive quality constraint by selecting the frequency points in each step. Therefore, the proposed method has an appropriate balance between the suppression performance and the receive quality. In addition, when the number of the reserved carriers is small, such as only one, then the number of zero-forcing frequencies in orthogonal projection method is one. But in the JSP, we set the zero-forcing frequency in inner and outside orthogonal projection to be different and better suppression performance is obtained. ) ,
where M I is a unit matrix of size MM  . This projector has a property that the precoded data vector â Pd,
Obviously, a P is non-orthogonal. Therefore, it will cause significant BER performance degradation in the receiver. After the step of the inner orthogonal projection, the precoded data is given by
Then in the second step, the magnitude response matrix of K frequency points 
After precoding, the minimum error problem of decoding in the receiver, is given by m in , PPd -d (16) where P is the decoding matrix. The orthogonal projector N is small, the case of that P is full column rank, is easy to be achieved in practice. Then the pseudoinverse matrix of P is the optimal solution for (16) to achieve ˆN  PP I , which is given by 1 ()
This JSP scheme is unlike the methods that minimize the OOB power or forcing the sidelobe to zero.
In the third step, we map CP is selected, the JSP method turns to the traditional orthogonal projection method, which introduces large deterioration in the receiver. Furthermore, after the operations in the last two steps, the precoding matrix P does not achieve the goal in the first step of mapping d to the nullspace of a C . In addition, after the operation in the third step, P also does not achieve the goal of minimizing the power leakage in the optimized region in the second step.
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As presented in the SVD operation [21] or orthogonal projection method [19] , the receive quality and suppression performance have not been well balanced. We also had some tests to examine other combinations that only employing the first two steps or the last two steps in the JSP method. The results indicate that the suppression performance is similar to only using orthogonal projection or SVD operation.
The reason is that the better OOB power reduction performance by the JSP method is obtained by two times orthogonal projection. In addition, the BER performance is improved by using reserved carriers in the second step. What's more, the desirable spectrum envelope also can be achieved by selecting the frequency points or optimized region in the three steps independently.
Design of The Precoding Matrix Under Condition Number Constraint
In this section, we develop an algorithm to design the precoding matrix, obtaining the desirable spectrum envelope under receive performance constraint. As illustrated in Fig.1 , the data after FFT process in the receiver is expressed as
where Q = HP , H is a complex diagonal matrix with the channel frequency response of M subcarriers and n is complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector with zero mean. Q = P for AWGN channel. s  is the received signal from noise measurement.
The matrix P is full column but T N  P P I . Thus, this non-orthogonal precoding matrix will introduce BER loss in the receiver. If some singular values of P are too small, compared to the other values, low additive noise will result of large errors. Therefore, the condition number  of P is introduced, which is to measure the sensitivity of the solution of linear equations to errors in the data [28] .
 is given by max min Con( )= ,
where max  and min  is the largest and the smallest singular value of P . Con(.) denotes the condition number of a matrix. The value of  indicates the BER loss in the precoding. [1, )    and larger value of  leads to worse BER performance.
Fig. 3 The condition number of transition matrix Q in AWGN channel and Rayleigh fading channel.
The transition matrix Q significantly influence the receive quality. We examine the average condition number of Q through different channels in Fig. 3  is the given condition number according to the BER constraint. The signal estimation performance under condition number constraint in a communication system is illustrated in [28, 30] . In addition, as presented in [16, 19] , the zero-forcing frequency point close to mainlobe leads to quicker power reduction on the edge of the mainlobe, but the power far from the mainlobe is larger. Inversely, if these points are far from the mainlobe, the power decreases slowly on the edge, while the emission from the mainlobe decreases largely. Table 1 The correlation between OFDM performance and the parameters in the proposed method. With summarizing the properties analyzed above, we first give the correlation between the parameters and the performance of OFDM transceiver in Table 1 , which is also presented in the simulation section. In the following, we develop an algorithm to obtain the precoding matrix P by selecting the 
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Algorithm. 1:
2. Design i P by Section 3 and compute the condition number Con( )
, go back to Step 1.
else Stop.
Output: Otherwise, the matrix op C may be close to singular or badly scaled. That may lead to that the results may be inaccurate in (13) by SVD in practice.
Simulation Results and Discussions
In this section, some numerical results are presented to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
method. An instance in LTE is selected that the subcarrier spacing is 15 kHz. The number of the subcarriers is 300 N  in 5 MHz bandwidth [4] . The frequency axis is normalized to the spacing 2/ T  .
The index of data subcarriers is from -150 to 150, while the direct current carrier 0   is not employed.
To illustrate the OOB power reduction effect, the PSD is obtained by computing the power of DFT coefficients of time-domain OFDM signal over a time span and averaging over thousands of symbols. The frequency-domain oversampling rate is eight and the QPSK modulation is employed. The simulated are mainly ZP-OFDM system, unless noted otherwise.
A. Sidelobe Suppression Performance
In the first experiment, the OOB reduction performance comparison is presented using different precoding technologies. The number of reserved subcarriers is selected as 2 R  . The SSOP [19] , the orthogonal projection (OP) [16] , the optimal orthogonal precoding (OOP) [21] and CC [8] As the PSD curves illustrated in Fig. 4 , all the transmitted signals are ZP-OFDM, besides CP-OFDM signal is presented by the proposed JSP method. It is obviously that the OOB power using the JSP method is lower than other approaches. The OOP/OP/SSOP methods have similar suppression performance. The CC, which is not a spectral precoding method, achieves less OOB power reduction. In addition, the results
show the performance degradation of sidelobe suppression in CP systems. However, the power on the edge of mainlobe decreases slowly. ω is five when 1 R  . As the symmetry presented in (5), (9) and (14) , the difference between adopting the OOB frequency ω and ω to design the precoding matrix is only in the second step of SVD.
Therefore, the power on the left side OOB region is also reduced, while the power emission is higher than Submitted 17 on the right side. The suppression performance is improved by increasing the number of revered carriers.
Although the simulation is not illustrated, this property is also presented in the case of 2 a N  by adjusting R .
In cognitive radio system, the secondary users access the spectrum hole dynamically. In addition, carrier aggregation (CA) [31] is a critical technology in LTE system, which enable a user to employ noncontiguous subbands. Therefore, in Fig. 8 , the PSD of two non-contiguous subbands occupied by one user or two is presented. The condition number is 0 10   for all the cases. The number of the carriers of each subband is 150. The design of the precoding matrix for two users is independent, while the data transmitted by one user through two subbands is dependent. The results indicate that the proposed scheme is also suitable for multi-users transmitting through non-contiguous subbands. A comparison of the BER performance using spectral precoding techniques is shown in Fig.9 . The condition number constraint is 0 2   for the JSP. The optimized region or zero-forcing frequencies for OOP, SSOP and OP method is same with the JSP method. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , the sidelobe suppression Submitted 18 performance by OOP, SSOP and OP method is similar. The difference is that OOP scheme introduces no quality loss in the receiver and the OP method leads to large error as presented in Fig. 9 . The SSOP method improves the receive quality by adopting a reserved subcarrier to decode the distorted signal. The BER quality loss by the JSP method is not notable.
B. BER performance
In Fig. 10 , the condition number constraint is fixed as 0 In Fig. 11 , the results demonstrate that the BER performance of 1 a N  is better than 2 a N  under same constraint. This is why we select the value of a N as small as possible to maintain the receive quality. In Fig. 12 , the receive quality is presented with in Fig. 12 , the BER performance is slightly better than that of without precoding. Because the number of the modulated carriers of each symbol is extended from N to M , the receive quality is improved by frequency diversity. However, this property is not notable when the value of 0  is large.
In Fig. 13 , the parameters are set same with in Fig.12 . Comparing to without precoding, the BER performance through the fading channel is similar to AWGN channel, when SNR is small. The receive quality decreases by relaxing 0  . But with SNR increasing, the BER line converges to without precoding.
Conclusions
In this paper, a joint spectral precoding (JSP) method is proposed to reduce the OOB power emission in OFDM-based system, as well as an iteration algorithm is given to obtain the precoding matrix. We also Submitted 20 convert the BER performance constraint to the condition number constraint of the precoding matrix. As summarized in Table I and presented in the simulations, the proposed method has an appreciate balance between suppression performance and spectral efficiency, under a receive quality constrain. We also can obtain the desirable spectrum envelope by parameters configuration. Therefore, this method is flexible for spectrum shaping in both conventional OFDM systems and non-continuous multi-carriers cognitive radio networks.
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